1. Options shown in green color and with ✔ icon are correct.
2. Options shown in red color and with ✗ icon are incorrect.

Question Number : 1 Question Id : 47163913249 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
The ratio of two numbers is 5 : 9. If each number is decreased by 5, the ratio becomes 5 : 11. Find the numbers.
Options :
2. ✔ 15, 27

Question Number : 1 Question Id : 47163913249 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
The term Social Welfare covers the aspects related to

Note: For this question, discrepancy is found in question/answer. So, this question is ignored for all candidates.

DELETED

Social service can be provided by

Options:

3. ✓ Both (Government and Private individuals) & (Profit and nonprofit Organisations)

Scope of Social Work relates to

Options:

3. ✓ Both (Sociology, Psychology, law) & (Public Health and Community Development)
Social protection consists of the policies and programs related to

Options:

3. Yes Improve Capacity to manage disability and old age

The Government of India introduced Community Development Programmes in the year

Options:

2. Yes 1952

Child line (1098) is meant for the children like

Options:

4. Yes All of the given options
4. The Hindu Minority and Guardianship (amendment) bill was introduced in

Options:
2. 2016

5. The test in which the scorer is asked to rank samples in a decreasing or increasing order of same characteristics is:

Options:
1. Ranking test

6. In a sample of healthy (living) person, which one is the primary organ?

Options:
1. Heart

7. Yellow and orange fruits belong to the group of:

Options:
2. Protective/ regulatory foods

8. Which of the following is a good source of vitamin C?

Options:
Which of the following hormones is secreted by ‘Beta cells’ of pancreas?

Options:

3. ✅ Insulin

Arrange the following food items in the increasing order of the protein content per 100gm of food:

- a) Egg white
- b) Bengal gram dal
- c) Fish
- d) Skimmed milk powder
- e) Groundnuts

Code: Select the appropriate option

Options:

1. ✅ a, c, b, e and d
1. ✔ a, c, b, e

Question Number : 13 Question Id : 47163913261 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Which of the following are symptoms of food allergy?

a) Nervousness
b) Fall in blood pressure
c) Atherosclerosis
d) Flushing of the skin
e) Difficulty in swallowing and speaking

Select the correct option:

Options :
2. ✔ b, d and e

Question Number : 13 Question Id : 47163913262 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

The ideal temperature for storage of frozen foods is:

Options :
4. ✔ –18°C

Question Number : 14 Question Id : 47163913262 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
4. ✔ –18°C
The addicts take larger doses of drugs as they grow chronic because of:

Options:
3. Tolerance

Which of the following homes is not the part of the Juvenile Justice (Care & Protection of Children) Act of 2000?

Options:
3. Protective home

When fruits are cut and exposed to air, Vitamin C is lost by:

Options:
3. Oxidation process
Question Number: 18

Addition of selected nutrients not normally present in a particular food is called

Options:

4. Fortification

Question Number: 19

Which of the following is an Andhra Pradesh agriculture department initiative for the farming systems and household consumption?

Options:

2. Comprehensive Revival of Millets

Question Number: 20

Dyslexia is a kind of

Options:

4. Learning disability

Question Number: 21

---

Options:

4. ✔️ Aṣṭagīrī Vittu Kṣetriya

Question Number: 22

---

Options:

4. ✔️ Aṣṭagīrī Vittu Kṣetriya
Question Number : 21 Question Id : 47163913269 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
What was the sex ratio in the age group of 0–6 years for the state of Andhra Pradesh according to the Census (2011)?
Options :
2. ✔ 943

Question Number : 21 Question Id : 47163913269 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
2011 కాలంలో ఉన్నత వయసువులో - 6 ఎతిరికే శతాబ్దిలో, మనం మాత్రమే నివిదియి.
హేనా నివిదియి, ఈ వయసువు వైన? 
Options :
2. ✔ 943

Question Number : 22 Question Id : 47163913270 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
___________ is statutory body of the Ministry of Women & Child Development which functions as a nodal body for adoption of Indian children and is mandated to monitor and regulate in-country and inter-country adoptions.
Options :
4. ✔ Central Adoption Resource Authority

Question Number : 22 Question Id : 47163913270 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
మంచి ముఖ్తలు యి వారికి అంబంది మాత్రమే ఆవిష్కరించ పాటు తసుంది మంచి సంభాగంలో పడిదేన మంచి వివృతి వినించాలంటి పడు ఆ మొదటి తరచే సంభాగం కంటే లాలో గలదే? 
Options :
4. ✔ మంచి సంభాగం ఒక దిగుమతి

Question Number : 23 Question Id : 47163913271 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Which of the following childhood diseases CANNOT be prevented through a vaccine provided through the Universal Immunization Programme?
Options :
4. ✔ Rickets

Question Number : 23 Question Id : 47163913271 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Which of the following is a characteristic of the ‘authoritarian parenting’ style?

Options:
1. Parent strictly controls all aspects of the child’s life

The Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act was passed in which year?

Options:
2. 2016

What does the POCSO Act (2012) address?

Options:
1. Child sexual abuse
Question Number : 27 Question Id : 47163913275 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009, focuses on which age group?
Options :
1. ✔️ 6 to 14 years
2. ✗ 14 to 18 years

Question Number : 28 Question Id : 47163913276 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Which United Nations Organization focuses mainly on issues related to children?
Options :
1. ✔️ UNICEF
2. ✗ WHO

Question Number : 29 Question Id : 47163913277 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
The primary role of WHO is to
Options :
2. ✔️ Direct and coordinate international health work to ensure valid and productive technical cooperation, and to promote research in the United Nations system
1. ✗ Treat diseases

Question Number : 29 Question Id : 47163913277 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
2. Which of the following Acts extends provisions of the 73rd Constitutional Amendment to Schedule V areas of the country?

Options:

3. Panchayat (Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act (PESA), 1996

Options:

4. National Institute of Public Cooperation and Child Development

Options:

1. Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
Under the Scheme for Adolescent Girls (SAGs) which of the following marks the day of their general health checkup?

Options:
3. Kishori diwas

The Janani Shishu Suraksha Karyakram (JSSK) under the National Health Mission provides which of the following free entitlements for pregnant women?

Options:
4. Free - C-section, provision of blood, drugs and diagnostics

-------------- is an initiative of the Government of Andhra Pradesh under Society for Elimination of Rural Poverty
Options:
3. ✓ SARAS

Question Number : 35 Question Id : 47163913283 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
3. ✓

Question Number : 36 Question Id : 47163913284 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

High power money is issued by:

Options:
2. ✓ Government & RBI

Question Number : 36 Question Id : 47163913284 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
2. ✓

Question Number : 37 Question Id : 47163913285 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

JNNURM is a:

Options:
3. ✓ Urban renewal programme

Question Number : 37 Question Id : 47163913285 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
3. ✓

Question Number : 38 Question Id : 47163913286 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Any product made using human knowledge which has commercial value is called:

Options:
2. ✓ Intellectual property
Question Number : 39

Question Id : 47163913287
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

"Antyodaya" is a:

Options:

4. ✓ Poverty eradication programme

Question Number : 39

Question Id : 47163913287
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

'सद्गौरां' अर्थातः:

Options:

4. ✓ सद्गौरां अर्थातः

Question Number : 40

Question Id : 47163913288
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

When heat energy becomes a source of pollution, it is called:

Options:

1. ✓ Thermal pollution

Question Number : 40

Question Id : 47163913288
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

नीले कांटे (सील लाल) लघु मंजरी तरंगाकुण्डल, तिनी गंगा सबकी?

Options:

1. ✓ नीले कांटे

Question Number : 41

Question Id : 47163913289
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

The Economic analysis that applies psychological insights into human behaviour to explain economic decision making is called:

Options:

1. ✓ Behavioural Economics
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Question Number : 42 Question Id : 47163913290 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Payment on municipal water supply is called:
Options :
1. ✓ Users’ charge

Question Number : 43 Question Id : 47163913291 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
VandeBharath Express Train runs between:
Options :
4. ✓ New Delhi - Varanasi

Question Number : 44 Question Id : 47163913292 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
IL &FS is a:
Options :
1. ✓ Infrastructure leasing firm

Question Number : 44 Question Id : 47163913292 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Dassault Aviation is a firm located in:

Options:
1. ✓ France

Who are eligible to become Emeritus Professors under a UGC scheme?

Options:
2. ✓ Superannuated professors

Under which technique of cultivation, production of land is increased by employing more labour and capital?

Options:
1. ✓ Intensive cultivation
1. Property tax is a

Options:

3. Local tax

Question Number: 48   Question Id: 47163913296   Question Type: MCQ   Option Shuffling: Yes   Display Question Number: Yes   Single Line Question Option: No   Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1   Wrong Marks: 0.33

Question Number: 49   Question Id: 47163913297   Question Type: MCQ   Option Shuffling: Yes   Display Question Number: Yes   Single Line Question Option: No   Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1   Wrong Marks: 0.33

UMANG is a unified mobile app for:

Options:

1. 1200 central and state government services

Question Number: 49   Question Id: 47163913297   Question Type: MCQ   Option Shuffling: Yes   Display Question Number: Yes   Single Line Question Option: No   Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1   Wrong Marks: 0.33

Question Number: 50   Question Id: 47163913298   Question Type: MCQ   Option Shuffling: Yes   Display Question Number: Yes   Single Line Question Option: No   Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1   Wrong Marks: 0.33

The establishment of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay Universities was recommended by

Options:

4. Wood’s Dispatch (1854)
Who wrote the book 'Religion of Man'?

Options:

3. Rābindra Nath Tagore

Question Number : 52 Question Id : 47163913300 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

'Destiny of India is being shaped in her classrooms', This is stated in

Options:

1. Education Commission (1964–66)

Question Number : 53 Question Id : 47163913301 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Article 46 of Indian Constitution protects the educational interests of

Options:

3. Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes

Question Number : 54 Question Id : 47163913302 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

What is Article 46 of the Indian Constitution about?

Options:

3. Reforms in Education
. ‘Education should be self supporting’ was propounded by

Options:
2. ✅ Mahatma Gandhi

Question Number : 54 Question Id : 47163913302 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Who said that ‘The first principle of teaching is that nothing can be taught’?

Options:
2. ✅ Sri Aurobindo

Question Number : 55 Question Id : 47163913303 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

What was the rationale behind the common school system recommended by Indian Education Commission (1964–65)?

Options:
3. ✅ To create a socially cohesive and egalitarian society

Question Number : 56 Question Id : 47163913304 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Which Commission recommended the establishment of “Multipurpose Schools”?
1. **Secondary Education Commission (1952)**

   Question Number: 57  
   Question Id: 47163913305  
   Question Type: MCQ  
   Option Shuffling: Yes  
   Display Question Number: Yes  
   Single Line Question Option: No  
   Option Orientation: Vertical  
   Correct Marks: 1  
   Wrong Marks: 0.33

   Which educational policy was the basis for the launch of the “Operation Blackboard Scheme”?  
   Options:  
   1. **Secondary Education Commission (1952)**

2. **National Policy on Education, 1986**

   Question Number: 58  
   Question Id: 47163913306  
   Question Type: MCQ  
   Option Shuffling: Yes  
   Display Question Number: Yes  
   Single Line Question Option: No  
   Option Orientation: Vertical  
   Correct Marks: 1  
   Wrong Marks: 0.33

   Credit of launching “Operation Blackboard Scheme” can be given to which educational policy?  
   Options:  
   2. **National Policy on Education, 1986**

3. **Hartog Committee**

   Question Number: 59  
   Question Id: 47163913307  
   Question Type: MCQ  
   Option Shuffling: Yes  
   Display Question Number: Yes  
   Single Line Question Option: No  
   Option Orientation: Vertical  
   Correct Marks: 1  
   Wrong Marks: 0.33

   Which committee in India defined the “Waste and Stagnation” in the education system in India for the first time?  
   Options:  
   2. **Hartog Committee**

4. **Waste and Stagnation**

   Question Number: 60  
   Question Id: 47163913308  
   Question Type: MCQ  
   Option Shuffling: Yes  
   Display Question Number: Yes  
   Single Line Question Option: No  
   Option Orientation: Vertical  
   Correct Marks: 1  
   Wrong Marks: 0.33

   Read about “Rashtriya Uchchattar Shiksha Abhiyan” (RUSA) and identify wrong statement-  
   Options:
4. ✓ It is recommended by National Education Commission.

Question Number: 60 Question Id: 47163913308 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

Which is the term meaning “I have a right to education”?

Options:
1. എനാണ് എണ്ണൽ രാഷ്ട്രിയ ശിക്ഷാ ആഹാര നിയമം വികാസം
2. എനാണ് എണ്ണൽ രാഷ്ട്രിയ ശിക്ഷാ ആഹാര നിയമം
3. എനാണ് എണ്ണൽ രാഷ്ട്രിയ ശിക്ഷാ ആഹാര നിയമം

4. ✓

Question Number: 61 Question Id: 47163913309 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

Which one is not feature of “Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009”?

Options:
1. രാഷ്ട്രിയ മദ്യമിക ശിക്ഷാ ആഹാരം
2. രാഷ്ട്രിയ മദ്യമിക ശിക്ഷാ ആഹാരം
3. രാഷ്ട്രിയ മദ്യമിക ശിക്ഷാ ആഹാരം

4. ✓ This act directs the state to ensure childhood care education for children below 6 years.

Question Number: 62 Question Id: 47163913310 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

Which statement is not associated with RMSA (Rashtriya Madhyamika Shiksha Ahiyan)-

Options:
1. It aims to provide universal education for all children between 6-16 age group.
2. It is related to primary education.
3. It is related to secondary education.

4. ✓
Which need is on top of the Maslow's hierarchy of needs?

Options:
1. Self-actualization

National Literacy Mission was established in—

Options:
2. 1988

Sanskritization is a process related with

Options:
3. Social mobility

A researcher measured height of class Xth students. The measurement of height is on

Options:
2. **Ratio Scale**

**Question Number**: 66  
**Question Id**: 47163913314  
**Question Type**: MCQ  
**Option Shuffling**: Yes  
**Display Question Number**: Yes  
**Single Line Question Option**: No  
**Orientation**: Vertical  
**Correct Marks**: 1  
**Wrong Marks**: 0.33  

What is the ratio of 10 meters to 20 kilometers? Which of the following is correct?

Options:
- [ ] No option selected

**Question Number**: 67  
**Question Id**: 47163913315  
**Question Type**: MCQ  
**Option Shuffling**: Yes  
**Display Question Number**: Yes  
**Single Line Question Option**: No  
**Orientation**: Vertical  
**Correct Marks**: 1  
**Wrong Marks**: 0.33  

In a distribution, 5 is added in each score. Which of the following will be correct?

Options:
1. **Mean will be increased by 5 points**

**Question Number**: 68  
**Question Id**: 47163913316  
**Question Type**: MCQ  
**Option Shuffling**: Yes  
**Display Question Number**: Yes  
**Single Line Question Option**: No  
**Orientation**: Vertical  
**Correct Marks**: 1  
**Wrong Marks**: 0.33  

Which of the following is/are not correct about ‘SHe- box’?

a. It is an online complaint management system for registering complaints related to sexual harassment at workplace.  

b. This portal is an initiative by the Government of India to provide a single window access to every woman, irrespective of her work status, whether working in organised or unorganised, private or public sector.

Options:
4. **Neither a nor b**

**Question Number**: 68  
**Question Id**: 47163913316  
**Question Type**: MCQ  
**Option Shuffling**: Yes  
**Display Question Number**: Yes  
**Single Line Question Option**: No  
**Orientation**: Vertical  
**Correct Marks**: 1  
**Wrong Marks**: 0.33  

‘SHe BOX’ కే కాలేబారి. కొనసాగితే ఈ లేదా ఇతరవిధానాలు సాధ్యమైనం.

a. కొనసాగితే లేదా ఇతరవిధానాలు సాధ్యమైనం.

b. కొనసాగితే లేదా ఇతరవిధానాలు సాధ్యమైనం.

Options:
Which committee was set up by the Constituent Assembly to explore ways and means of achieving Universal Education within ten years at lesser cost?

Options:

2. Kher committee

Which one is not correct about the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA)?

Options:

4. After the implementation of RTE-Act 2009, the Government of India affords whole expenses of SSA

Out of under mentioned statements, which one is not correct, in regard to changes brought about and necessitated by RTE Act 2009 about current status of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) –

Options:

4. It is mandatory on the Government of India to bring the early childhood care and education under umbrella of SSA
Which one statement distinguish NPE 1986 from NPE 1968, in regard to universalisation of elementary education?

Options:

2. It added another goal to the universalisation of elementary education, attainment of minimum level of learning (MLL)

What is role of Secondary Education Management Information System (SEMIS) in Rastriya Madhyamika Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA)?

Options:

1. It is data base system, by mapping schools at national, state, district, block and village level
1. ✔ MHRD minister as head and secretary of Department of School Education and Literacy as vice-chairperson.

Question Number: 74 Question Id: 47163913322 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

Who is the head of National Mission on Rastriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan?

Options:

3. ✔ MHRD minister as head and secretary of Department of School Education and Literacy as vice-chairperson.

Question Number: 75 Question Id: 47163913323 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

What will be if any state legislates act on education and its some provisions are repugnant to the RTE Act-2009?

Options:

3. ✔ State’s act will be void to the extent of its repugnancy, because Parliament is competent to enact law in regard to matters enumerated in the concurrent list.

Question Number: 75 Question Id: 47163913323 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

What will be if any state legislates act on education and its some provisions are repugnant to the RTE Act-2009?

Options:

3. ✔ State’s act will be void to the extent of its repugnancy, because Parliament is competent to enact law in regard to matters enumerated in the concurrent list.

Question Number: 76 Question Id: 47163913324 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

Education and National Development is the title of the report of

Options:

3. ✔ Education Commission.
Question Number : 76 Question Id : 47163913324 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

‘విద్యనుమా చెయ్నే చెలుపు ఇ విద్యబంధాలను :

Options:

3. ✔ విద్య విస్తరణ

Question Number : 77 Question Id : 47163913325 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
The report ‘Learning Without Burden’ is associated with:

Options:

2. ✔ Prof. Yashpal

Question Number : 77 Question Id : 47163913325 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

“విద్య విస్తరణ చేయడానికి బహుళాంగా ప్రయత్నించండి :

Options:

2. ✔ విద్య విస్తరణ చేసిన చేస్తామే

Question Number : 78 Question Id : 47163913326 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Consider the following statements with respect to ‘Gram Samriddhi Yojana’.

a. Gram Samriddhi Yojana, is a Rs 3,000 crore scheme funded by the World Bank and the Government of India, to strengthen the unorganised food processing sector concentrated in rural areas.
b. World Bank will be giving Rs 1,000 crore, Rs 1,500 crore will be borne by the Centre while state governments will put in Rs 500 crore.
c. The scheme will be run in Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Punjab for a 5-year period. Which of the above statement is incorrect?

Options:

2. ✔ Only b

Question Number : 78 Question Id : 47163913326 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Question Number : 79
Question Id : 47163913327
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

Which one is not feature of "Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009" -

Options :
4. ✓ This act direct State to ensure childhood care education for children below 6 years

Question Id : 47163913328
Question Type : COMPREHENSION
Sub Question Shuffling Allowed : Yes
Group Comprehension Questions : No
Question Numbers : (80 to 85)

Option Label : Comprehension

Direction : Each of these question consists of a pair of words. Establish the relationship among the given pair and identify the pair that best illustrates the similar relationship amongst the alternatives.

Sub questions
RECTANGLE : PENTAGON
Options :
1. ✔ Triangle : Rectangle

CACOPHONOUS : HARMONIOUS
Options :
2. ✔ Bellicose : Pacific

KEY : IGNITION
Options :
3. ✔ Switch : Light

AUTHOR : MANUSCRIPT
Options :
3. ✔ Architect : Blueprint

MANAGER : OFFICE
Options :
2. ✔ Curator : Museum

HORSE : STABLE
Options :
2. ✔ Monk : Hermit
Sub questions

Question Number : 80 Question Id : 47163913329 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
1. ✔️

Question Number : 81 Question Id : 47163913330 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
2. ✔️

Question Number : 82 Question Id : 47163913331 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
3. ✔️

Question Number : 83 Question Id : 47163913332 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
4. ✔️

Question Number : 84 Question Id : 47163913333 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options:
In a certain code, BREAKTHROUGH is written as EAOUHRBGHKT. How is DISTRIBUTION written in that code?

Note: For this question, discrepancy is found in question/answer. So, this question is ignored for all candidates.

DELETE

DELETE

DELETE

If 'CONSTABLE' is coded as 91, what will be the code number for 'STABLE'?
If \(A + B = C\), \(D - C = A\) and \(E - B = C\), then what does \(D + F\) stand for? Provide your answer in letter terms as well as in number terms.

Options:
1. J & 10

A child is looking for his father. He went 90 m in the East before turning to his right. He went 20 m before turning to his right again to look for his father at his uncle's place 30 m from this point. His father was not there. From there, he went 100 m to his North before meeting his father in a street. How far did the son meet his father from the starting point?

Options:
2. 100 m

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33}
\end{align*}
\]
A direction pole was situated on the crossing. Due to an accident, the pole turned in such a manner that the pointer which was showing East, started showing South. One traveler went to the wrong direction thinking it to be West. In what direction actually he was travelling?

Options:
1. ✓ North

Question Number : 90 Question Id : 47163913339 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

A train runs 120 km in West direction, 30 km in South direction and then 80 km in East direction before reaching the station. In which direction is the station from the train’s starting point?

Options:
1. ✓ South - West

Question Number : 91 Question Id : 47163913340 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Question Number : 92 Question Id : 47163913341 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
From the given equilateral triangle below, Rakesh, Lokesh and Bhagat run along the sides in clockwise direction and stop after covering $\frac{1}{2}$ sides. Which of the following statements is true?

Options:

2. ✅ Rakesh is to the South-west of Lokesh
Directions: Read the following information carefully and answer these questions.

Six boys A, B, C, D, E and F are marching in a line. They are arranged according to their height, the tallest being at the back and the shortest in front.
- F is between B and A.
- E is shorter than D but taller than C who is taller than A.
- E and F have two boys between them.
- A is not the shortest among them.

Sub questions

Question Number: 93 Question Id: 47163913343 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33
Where is E?
Options:
3. ✔ Between D and C

Question Number: 94 Question Id: 47163913344 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33
Who is the tallest?
Options:
2. ✔ D

Question Number: 95 Question Id: 47163913345 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33
If we start counting from the shortest, which boy is fourth one in the line?
Options:
4. ✔ C

Question Number: 96 Question Id: 47163913346 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33
Who is the shortest?
Options:
3. ✔ B

Question Id: 47163913342 Question Type: COMPREHENSION Sub Question Shuffling Allowed: Yes Group Comprehension Questions: No Question Numbers: (93 to 96) Question Label: Comprehension

A. B, C, D, E, F
B. F 6th A 7th B 2nd C 1st D 3rd E 4th
C. C, A, B, D, E, F
D. E, D, F, C, A, B
E. A, B, F, E, D, C
A, C, E, F, B, D

- F 6th A 7th B 2nd C 1st D 3rd E 4th
- E, D 3rd F 1st C 2nd B 4th A 5th
- E 1st F 2nd A 7th B 6th C 3rd D 4th
- A 7th F 4th B 3rd C 2nd D 1st
- A 5th F 2nd B 3rd C 4th D 1st
Sub questions

Question Number : 93 Question Id : 47163913343 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
D C

Question Number : 94 Question Id : 47163913344 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
D

Question Number : 95 Question Id : 47163913345 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
C

Question Number : 96 Question Id : 47163913346 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
B

Sub-Section Number: 5
Sub-Section Id: 471639166
Question Shuffling Allowed: Yes

Question Id : 47163913347 Question Type : COMPREHENSION Sub Question Shuffling Allowed : Yes Group Comprehension Questions : No Question Numbers : (97 to 102) Question Label : Comprehension
Directions: Answer the following questions based on the following statements:
Asha and Charu are good in Mathematics and Athletics.
Deepa and Asha are good in Athletics and Studies.
Charu and Beena are good in General Knowledge and Mathematics. Deepa, Beena and Ela are good in Studies and General Knowledge. Ela and Deepa are good in Studies and Art.

Sub questions

Question Number : 97 Question Id : 47163913348 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Who is good in Studies, General Knowledge, Athletics and Art?
Options :
4. ✔ Deepa

Question Number : 98 Question Id : 47163913349 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Who is good in Studies, General Knowledge and Mathematics?
Options :
2. ✔ Beena

Question Number : 99 Question Id : 47163913350 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Who is good in Studies, Mathematics and Athletics?
Options :
1. ✔ Asha

Question Number : 100 Question Id : 47163913351 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Who is good in Athletics, General Knowledge and Mathematics?
Options :
3. ✔ Charu

Question Number : 101 Question Id : 47163913352 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Who is good in Studies, General Knowledge and Art but not in Athletics?
Options :
4. ✔ Ela

Question Number : 102 Question Id : 47163913353 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Asha is shorter than Beena but much taller than Ela. Charu is the tallest and Deepa is little shorter than Asha. Who is the shortest?
Options :
2. ✔ Ela

Question Id : 47163913347 Question Type : COMPREHENSION Sub Question Shuffling Allowed : Yes Group Comprehension Questions : No
Question Numbers : (97 to 102)
Question Label : Comprehension
Sub questions

Question Number : 97 Question Id : 47163913348 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
4. ✓ తిరం

Question Number : 98 Question Id : 47163913349 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
2. ✓ ప్రయాణం

Question Number : 99 Question Id : 47163913350 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
1. ✓ పరిపాలన

Question Number : 100 Question Id : 47163913351 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
3. ✓ తిరం
Question Number : 101
Question Id : 47163913352
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
4. ✓ 74

Question Number : 102
Question Id : 47163913353
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
2. ✓ 74

Sub-Section Number: 6
Sub-Section Id: 471639167
Question Shuffling Allowed : Yes

Question Number : 103
Question Id : 47163913354
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

The batting average of 40 innings of a cricket player is 50 runs. His highest score exceeds his lowest score by 172 runs. If these two innings are excluded the average of the remaining 38 innings is 48. His highest score was

Options :
3. ✓ 174

Question Number : 103
Question Id : 47163913354
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33

Options :
3. ✓ 174

Question Number : 104
Question Id : 47163913355
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
The price of petrol is increased by 25%. How much percent must a car owner reduce his consumption of petrol so as not to increase his expenditure on petrol?

Options:
4. ✔ 20 Percent

Question Number: 104 Question Id: 47163913355 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

If 50% of the 2:3 solution of milk and water is replaced with water, then the concentration of the solution is reduced by

Options:
4. ✔ 75 Percent

Question Number: 105 Question Id: 47163913356 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33

An amount is invested in a bank at compound rate of interest. The total amount, including interest, after first and third year is Rs 1200 and Rs 1587, respectively. What is the rate of interest?

Options:
4. ✔ 15 Percent

Question Number: 106 Question Id: 47163913357 Question Type: MCQ Option Shuffling: Yes Display Question Number: Yes Single Line Question Option: No Option Orientation: Vertical
Correct Marks: 1 Wrong Marks: 0.33
Pipe A can fill a tank in 30 min, B and C can fill it in 90 min, A and B in 20 min. Pipe C can empty it in ________ min.

Options:

2. ✔️ 180

Which of the following is not a function of the tree?

Options:

3. ✔️ Air pollution

What is the relationship between the forest and the animal's behavior? 

Options:

3. ✔️ Not relevant
Directions: The following questions are to be answered on the basis of the table given below-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of personnel</th>
<th>Number of staff in 2014</th>
<th>Number of staff in 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Preparation</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data control</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operators</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmers</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysts</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
<td><strong>135</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sub questions

**Question Number : 109 Question Id : 47163913361 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical**

Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

If data table were to be drawn for the different categories of personnel, what would be the angle subtended by the Analysis sector for the year 2014?
Options :
2. [67 ½°]

**Question Number : 110 Question Id : 47163913362 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical**

Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

For the same category of Analyst, what is the sector angle for the year 2019?
Options :
2. [83°]

**Question Number : 111 Question Id : 47163913363 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical**

Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Since the total number of staff is different, the ratio of the radius of the circle for 2019 to that of the circle for 2014 should be
Options :
4. [\frac{135}{80}]

**Question Number : 112 Question Id : 47163913364 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical**

Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

If the radius of the smaller circle for 1990 were 40 mm, what would be the radius of the larger circle?
1. ✔ 52 mm

What is the ratio of the number of programmers to Managers in 2019?
Options:
1. ✔ 12:1

Which category has shown the largest increase in relative strength?
Options:
2. ✔ Analysts

In the pie chart for 2014, what is the sector-angle to represent one person?
Options:
4. ✔ 4½°

What is the sector angle for operators for the year 2019?
Options:
2. ✔ 85°

What is the increase in the sector angle for Operators in the year 2019 over the sector angle for Operators in the year 2014?
Options:
1. ✔ 4°

The number of categories for which the sector angle has decreased in 2019 compared to 2014 is-
Options:
1. $\checkmark$ 3

The number of categories for which the sector angle has increased in 2019 compared to 2014 is -
Options:

4. $\checkmark$ '3'

2. $\checkmark$ Managers

Which category has shown no change in absolute numbers between 2014 and 2019?
Options:

2. $\checkmark$ Managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>విచిత్రాలు</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>మేనేజర్స్</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>వర్తత్వం</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>సాధారణేయం</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>మేనేజర్స్ భాగం</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>మారుభూమి</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ప్రముఖాలు</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sub questions

3. $\checkmark$ 2014 సంఖ్యలు ఎవాడు? 2019 సంఖ్యలు ఎవాడు?

Options:
2. \( 67 \frac{1}{2} \degree \)

Question Number : 110 Question Id : 47163913362 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

"तुम अग्रिम का करूँगा, 2019 को||लहर वायरल 'जहाँ क्या होता' कहा के?"

Options :

2. \( 83 \degree \)

Question Number : 111 Question Id : 47163913363 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

"नाचो करुङ्गा कोलिवुड़ी हेर लो रौनक़। 2019 को||सेब अभियानमा। 2014 सेब अभियानमा काकडि क्यो होता?

Options :

\[ \sqrt{\frac{135}{80}} \]

4. \( 2.3 \)

Question Number : 112 Question Id : 47163913364 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

1990 को||एच वी रुक्कुरु 40 वटा मिला अभ्यास। तुम्हाला रुक्कुरु 40 वटा राहाया?

Options :

1. \( 52 \) वटा मिला

Question Number : 113 Question Id : 47163913365 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

"2019 को||हे रेस्टरेंटः मिलेगा भिड़ो को भिड़ो विविध?

Options :

1. \( 12:1 \)

Question Number : 114 Question Id : 47163913366 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

"कैसी चलाएँगा|| है कहीं या हाथ बदलने वालयो कहा?

Options :


2. 4 ½°

2. 2019 నుండి నిష్టంగా, ఈ వాటిని నిశాచరించండి. అంటే ఈ వాటిని నిశాచరించండి?


3. 85°

3. 2014 నుండి నిష్టంగా, 2019 నుండి నిష్టంగా అధీశత్తులు నిశాచరించండి. అంటే ఈ వాటిని నిశాచరించండి?

ప్రశ్న 2014 నుండి నిష్టంగా, 2019 నుండి నిష్టంగా అధీశత్తులు నిశాచరించండి.

4. 4°

4. 2014 నుండి నిష్టంగా, 2019 నుండి నిష్టంగా అధీశత్తులు నిశాచరించండి?

ప్రశ్న 2014 నుండి నిష్టంగా, 2019 నుండి నిష్టంగా అధీశత్తులు నిశాచరించండి?

5. 3
4. ✓ '3'

Question Number : 120 Question Id : 47163913372 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

2014 మధ్య 2019 కాలంలో ఇది స్వతంత్రం వింతలు కనిపించానికి సాధారణీ కరండి తెలియలేదు. ఏ వారికి చెందినా సాధారణీ ఎలా సాధారణీ మాత్రమే యోగ్యం అని ఉంది?
Options :
2. ✓ ప్రతిసాధారణం

Sub-Section Number: 8
Sub-Section Id: 471639169
Question Shuffling Allowed: Yes

Question Number : 121 Question Id : 47163913373 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
The term ‘3H’ concept of Education was given by
Options :
1. ✓ Mahatma Gandhi

Question Number : 121 Question Id : 47163913373 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
‘3H’ ఎందుకు పరచుకుంది, విద్య పరిపాలన క్రమాలు నిర్మాణం, మాత్రమే విద్యార్థి కేవాలం?
Options :
1. ✓ ప్రతిసాధారణం

Question Number : 122 Question Id : 47163913374 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Name the Union Minister who launched the “e- governance initiatives for ST Welfare schemes”.
Options :
2. ✓ Shri Arjun Munda

Question Number : 122 Question Id : 47163913374 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
పంచాయతీ సంఘం తీసుకుని అశ్చారుగు జనరల్ జాతి ప్రత్యేకం ఎలా చేసాలి?
Options :
2. ✓ చెంది మాటలు
Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer codes given below the lists-

List-I

( Newly appointed CM)

a. Pema Khandu
b. Jagan Mohan Reddy
c. Prem Singh Tamang
d. Naveen Patnaik

List-II

(State)

1. Sikkim
2. Arunachal Pradesh
3. Odisha
4. Andhra Pradesh

Codes-

Options:

1. a-2    b-4    c-1    d-3

Question Number : 123  Question Id : 47163913375  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1  Wrong Marks : 0.33

Who is appointed as Home Minister of Andhra Pradesh state?

Options:

1. ✔ Mekathoti Sucharitha
Andhra Pradesh CM appoints how many Deputy CM's in cabinet?

Options:
1. ✓ 5

Which blood group is called universal donor?

Options:
4. ✓ 0 -

Red blood cells are formed in

Options:
2. ✓ Red Bone Marrow
Question Number : 128 Question Id : 47163913380 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Which of the following statement is not true about vitamins?
a. The term vitamin was coined by C Funk.
b. Vitamins are organic compounds.
c. Vitamin K plays important role in clotting of blood.
d. Vitamin A, D, E and K are water soluble vitamins.
Codes
Options :
2. Only d

Question Number : 129 Question Id : 47163913381 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Assistance will be given to parents of Andhra Pradesh under Amma Vodi scheme who will send their wards to schools is:
Options :
2. Rs 15,000

Question Number : 130 Question Id : 47163913382 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Nagarjuna Sagar Project is located on the river:
4.  ✓ Krishna

Question Number : 130 Question Id : 47163913382 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Who is regarded as father of Social reforms in India?

Options :

3.  ✓ Raja Ram Mohan Roy

Question Number : 131 Question Id : 47163913383 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Which one was not a cause of social reform movements in India?

Options :

2.  ✓ Female infanticide

Question Number : 132 Question Id : 47163913384 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Rama Krishna Mission was founded by

Options :

2.  ✓ Swami Vivekananda

Question Number : 133 Question Id : 47163913385 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Which one was not a cause of social reform movements in India?

Options :

2.  ✓ Female infanticide

Question Number : 132 Question Id : 47163913384 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Rama Krishna Mission was founded by

Options :

2.  ✓ Swami Vivekananda

Question Number : 133 Question Id : 47163913385 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Who is regarded as father of Social reforms in India?

Options :

3.  ✓ Raja Ram Mohan Roy

Question Number : 131 Question Id : 47163913383 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Which one was not a cause of social reform movements in India?

Options :

2.  ✓ Female infanticide

Question Number : 132 Question Id : 47163913384 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Rama Krishna Mission was founded by

Options :

2.  ✓ Swami Vivekananda

Question Number : 133 Question Id : 47163913385 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Question Number : 133 Question Id : 47163913385 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

What is the capital of Andhra Pradesh?

Options :
2. 🟢 Visakhapatnam

Question Number : 134 Question Id : 47163913386 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Swami Dayanand Saraswathi founded the
Options :
3. 🟢 Arya Samaj

Question Number : 134 Question Id : 47163913386 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
What is the capital of Andhra Pradesh?

Options :
3. 🟢 Visakhapatnam

Question Number : 135 Question Id : 47163913387 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Berne Convention is related to
Options :
2. 🟢 Copyright

Question Number : 135 Question Id : 47163913387 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
What is the capital of Andhra Pradesh?

Options :
2. 🟢 Visakhapatnam

Question Number : 136 Question Id : 47163913388 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
The magazine brought out by Ministry of Information & Broadcasting of India
Options :
3. 🟢 Yojana

Question Number : 136 Question Id : 47163913388 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33
Question Number : 137 Question Id : 47163913389 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

An Apograph is

Options :
1. ✔ A copy or transcript of a manuscript

Question Number : 138 Question Id : 47163913390 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

One of the important principles in building a habit in the child is through

Options :
1. ✔ Motivation

Question Number : 139 Question Id : 47163913391 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1 Wrong Marks : 0.33

Greater need for independence is the characteristic of

Options :
1. ✔ Adolescence
India's rank in Human Development Index (HDI) of 2018?

Options:
4. 130

IMR in Andhra Pradesh in 2016 according to Niti Aayog

Options:
1. 34/1000 live births

One of the following is related to number of women who die during child's birth

Options:
3. Maternal Mortality Rate
3. The Convention on the Rights of the Child was entered into force in
   Options:
   2. ✅ 1990

The target group of NPAG programme is
   Options:
   3. ✅ Adolescent girls

Supplementary nutrition, immunization, health checkup, and referral services are package of services under
   Options:
   3. ✅ ICDS
Question Number : 146
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33
The system of distribution of essential commodities to a large number of people through a network of shops at subsidized price is called
Options :
1. Public Distribution System

Question Number : 147
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33
One of the following nutritional deficiency is considered as public health problem
Options :
4. Iron

Question Number : 148
Question Type : MCQ
Option Shuffling : Yes
Display Question Number : Yes
Single Line Question Option : No
Option Orientation : Vertical
Correct Marks : 1
Wrong Marks : 0.33
Age of children who are beneficiaries under ICDS is
Options :
3. 0-6 years
3. The nutrient which is given along with iron in the form of tablet for prevention of anemia is
Options:
3. Folic acid

3. ఫొలికేస్ అయ్యలు


2. The nodal department for implementation of National Nutrition policy in Andhra Pradesh is
Options:
2. Women Development & Child Welfare

2. ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ లో నేతృత్వ పంచాయత్యుల భాగాన్ని ప్రఖాడం చేయడానికి ఎందుకు కోసంస్థ
Options:
2. ఎల్లా ఎన్నికల అంధిత ఆరోగ్యం (ఎన్నికల ఆరోగ్యం)